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MILITARY AIRCRAFT OCCURRENCE SUMMARY 
 
Aircraft:    HERMES 450 UAV, ZK503 
 
Date of Accident:   13 January 2008 
 
Location:    Contingency Operating Base, Basrah Airfield  
 
Casualties:    Nil 
 
Aircraft Damage:   Cat 5 
 
SYNOPSIS 
 
1. At 12 0658Z (GMT = local - 3hr; local = 0958C) Jan 08, ZK503, a H450 UAV operated 
by the Theatre UAV Battery (Iraq) was tasked to conduct target development followed by 
over-watch of a specific location in the vicinity of Basrah City. 
 
2. Departure was delayed by a suspected technical fault (aileron restriction) and the 
aircraft eventually left the Contingency Operating Base (COB), Basrah Airfield, at 12 17:12C 
under the civilian contracted External Pilots (EP) control.  It was then handed over to the 
crew1 in the Universal Ground Control Station (UGCS forthwith referred to as the GCS).  The 
GCS crew controlled the UAV into the base of ROZ TOMCAT2.  The UAV was then 
positioned within segregated airspace to conduct the task. 
 
3. The weather was forecast to be clear for the period 12 15:00C Jan 08 to 13 03:00C 
Jan 08, with fog and low cloud expected towards the end of the now delayed mission and 
scheduled for 13 06:00C Jan 08.  Due to the H450’s endurance3, a significant number of 
people from within the UAV Battery were involved with ZK 503’s mission, which spanned a 
protracted meteorological period. 
 
4. The UAV System Commander (UAVS-c) based at Div HQ, received a meteorological 
‘poor visibility’ report at 12 21:15C (valid 12 22:00C to 13 10:00C Jan 08), which resulted in 
bringing forward the end-of-task to before 12 23:59C Jan 08.  Recovery was initiated with the 
UAV departing the operating area for the ROZ at approximately 12 2300C Jan 08. 
 
5. Following transit from the ROZ to the airfield, an attempt was made to land ZK 503 at 
approximately 12 23:30C Jan 08 in poor visibility and at night.  The GCS crew orbited the 
UAV over the airfield as recommended by the EP at approximately 500’ to facilitate a 
handover.  The EP visually acquired the aircraft momentarily, before obscuration again by 
low cloud.  The EP elected not to attempt a landing and the UAV was climbed and returned 
to the ROZ by the GCS crew.  An endurance holding pattern was established at 6000’, with 
the payload directed at the COB, thus enabling the crew to monitor the airfield for a 
clearance or weather window, while minimising fuel consumption. The UAV is not fitted with 
an ILS system and diverting to an alternate airstrip was not an option.  
 

                                    
1  UAV-commander (UAV-c), UAV-pilot (UAV-p), Mission Commander (MC) and a signaller. 
2  Restricted Operating Zone (ROZ) is airspace set aside for a specific purpose and is sterile to 
general aviation.  ROZ TOMCAT is permanent airspace (GL to 10000’), approximately 10km NNW of 
the COB, specifically for UAV operators to climb the system to its operating height. 
3  18hours – from System Description, Technical Manual. 
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6. The BC4, following independent discussions with the GCS crew, UAVS-c and EP, 
formulated a plan whereby the UAV-c would bring the UAV in towards the COB at a height of 
not below 50’ until the EP was visual with the aircraft, at which point it would be handed over 
for a straight-in approach (short field landing).  In the event that a landing was not possible, 
the approach would be aborted and the UAV controlled out to the west of the COB. 
 
7. With 15kgs fuel5 remaining at 13 09:35C, the GCS crew requested clearance from 
Basrah Approach and initiated a descent to 2000’ while retaining the UAV in ROZ TOMCAT.  
Once level, the GCS crew requested clearance to route West 9 or 10km, in order to clear 
other restricted airspace, followed by a descent to 1000’ and a frequency change to Basrah 
tower.  With 10 to 14kgs of fuel remaining and when the UAV was on the 32 radial and 
directly aligned with the taxiway, the GCS crew turned the aircraft inbound using the ‘Fly To 
Co-ordinate’ (FTC) command facility6.  With speed at Spec C7, the altitude was initially set to 
500’, then 400’, stepping down to 100’. At approximately 1km out, un-commanded the UAV 
descended to 60’, which prompted the UAV-c to set 140’, thus providing a cushion and 
preventing the aircraft inadvertently impacting with the ground.  This action initiated a small 
climb. 
 
8. The UAV became visual to the EP and BC when it was approximately 100m away 
and at between 50’ and 100’, during the climb to 140’.  The flight path was approximately 
25m offset to the NE of the taxiway centreline and therefore behind the EP’s position.  There 
was confusion during the handover period, resulting in the EP taking control as he lost sight 
of the UAV in fog.  Thereafter communication became more confused as the EP attempted to 
manoeuvre the UAV, without having visual contact, by asking for heading and height 
confirmation from the GCS, followed by other rapid information exchanges. 
 
9. Throughout manoeuvring of the UAV, the EP was facing SW of the main runway, with 
his body position orientated to a conventional circuit away from habitation.  However, this 
was in the opposite direction to where the UAV activity was taking place.  The flight path, 
borne out by the radar plot, indicates that the UAV proceeded along the line of the taxiway 
(140º) for approximately 0.8km, entered a tight right turn (through 300 to 330º), rolling out 
heading easterly for approximately 0.8km, before completing 2 right hand orbits (centred 
1250m behind the EP) and impacting with the air terminal building (approximately 1500m 
behind the EP).     
 
10. The left tip of the wing section struck the terminal building wall and snapped 
approximately 6’ inboard.  The remainder of the wing section detached from the UAV and, 
through generating lift from the airspeed at impact, was thrown approximately 30’ away, 
coming to rest propped up at an oblique angle against the terminal building.  The power 
plant, centre fuselage (including main wheels) and rear fuselage sections of the vehicle 
dropped vertically to the ground and were engulfed by a small but intense fire.  Part of the 
nose section, including the nose wheel, and the majority of the payload detached from the 
fuselage and was strewn under the terminal building and across the services road up to 45m 
from the main wreckage. 

 
4  Battery Commander - the senior UAVS-c in theatre. 
5  Average fuel consumption is 6 Kg per hour; the RTS states 10 Kg is the minimum fuel required for 
landing. 
6  One of 4 autonomous flight modes for the UAV.  FTC is achieved by ‘dragging and dropping’ the 
UAV icon, or by specifying the actual co-ordinates and altitude that the crew wish the UAV to fly to. 
7  Spec A, B & C are defined at equal intervals between minimum and maximum airspeed. 
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DIAGNOSIS OF THE CAUSE 
 
11. The Board were able to dismiss Human Factors (Med), Ground Hazards, Natural & 
Operating Risk and Hostile Action on the grounds that there was no significant evidence to 
support these potential causal groups.  The Board focussed on the following: 
 

a.    Technical Failure. 
 

b.    Meteorological Hazard. 

c.    Human Factors (Operator). 
 

d.    Human Factors (Non-Operator). 

e.    Organisational. 
 

f.    Unsatisfactory Ground or Ac Equipment. 

 
FINDINGS OF THE BOARD 
 
12. The Board found that the cause of the accident was Human Factors (Operator), 
where Operator is defined as anyone directly involved with the operation of AV ZK503 on 
12/13 Jan 08.  The accident was caused by a combination of the following: 

 
 a. Poor visibility brought about by widespread thick fog, which led to the 
conception and implementation of a non-standard recovery procedure. 
 
 b. The inappropriate attempt to land the UAV in meteorological conditions that 
were unsuitable for visually acquiring the UAV and controlling the approach, which led 
to Spatial Disorientation and loss of Situational Awareness. 
 
 c. The decision to breach the H450 Release-to-Service (RTS) 3000m visibility 
limitation for landing, in favour of recovering the UAV to the COB rather than utilising 
the Emergency Landing Site8 situated within ROZ GREYBEAR9. 

 
13. The Board also concluded that the following were contributory to the loss of ZK 503: 

 
a. External pressures influenced the decision to breach the RTS in favour of 
maintaining the Division’s key ISTAR operational capability. 
 

                                    
8  Based on previous experience the use of the ELS would have resulted in Cat 4/5 damage.   
9  Segregated airspace over an Emergency Landing Site. 
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b. A lack of team situational awareness and CRM10, in particular with respect to 
communication and co-ordination. 
 
c. Documentation and organisational shortfalls, notably the lack of clear direction 
regarding individual responsibilities, and inconsistencies between the GCS crew and 
EP Quick Reference Handbook (QRH)11. 
 
d. A general lack of understanding within the sub-unit toward the importance of 
the RTS resulting in breaches of the limitations.   
 
e. A lack of corporate aviation metrological knowledge and experience coupled 
with an under-developed relationship with the Mobile Meteorological Unit (MMU). 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 
 
14. The Board produced a number of recommendations, the principal counsel being: 

 
a. The MMU to be approached by the Aircraft Operating Authority (AOA) and 
requested to provide a defined service, equivalent to that available to manned 
systems. 
 
b. The AOA initiates a review of meteorological training. 
 
c. The theatre training package for the replacement Bty includes a ‘lessons 
identified brief’ from the outgoing unit and a facility familiarisation package on arrival 
in theatre. 
 
d. Training should also include dry drills, which are to incorporate all aspects of a 
mission, including planning and emergency procedures, in order to develop 
interaction and familiarity. 
 
e. The AOA in consultation with the Release To Service Authority (RTSA), IPT 
and 32 Regt RA review the QRH procedure, research the options and implement 
further direction. 
 
f. 32 Regt RA captures the emergency recovery procedure requirements, 
including briefing (Orders), check list, voice protocols and individual responsibilities 
within a SOP. 
 
g. The AOA, through the RTSA and IPT, pursue an automated recovery option as 
the principal method of recovering the UAV. 
 
h. That contractor staff understand and comply with the RTS. 
 
i. The IPT in consultation with the contractor investigate measures to protect the 
Flight Data Recorder (FDR) from post-crash fire damage.  The research should inform 
development of WATCHKEEPER. 
 
j. The IPT introduces an appropriate amendment to the contract that permits 
interpretation of FDR data by UK based specialists. 
 
k. 32 Regt RA in conjunction with the AOA review the definitions within JSP 551, 
in order to more accurately define responsibilities. 
 

                                    
10  Crew Resource Management – use of available resources to achieve safe and effective operation. 
11  Quick Reference Handbook – Equivalent to Flight Reference Cards. 
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l. UAV units produce Job Specifications, including for contractor staff that 
accurately reflects responsibilities and chain-of-command. 
 
m. The Artillery Centre Training Development Team review Training Objectives 
within existing training principally aimed at the purpose of the RTS. 
 
n. The AOA engage with the RAF UAV community and other Foreign & 
Commonwealth operators to develop an information exchange group. 

 
REMARKS OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER 
 
15. The Commanding Officer acknowledged the Board’s thorough report and that the 
recommendations would ensure better flying practices.  He explained that the risk inherent 
within the programme (specifically that the H450 is a UOR and was brought into service in 
less than 6 months) was discussed at length by all stakeholders and accepted.  He also 
alluded to the success of the programme by referring to the occurrence statistics (2 air and 
one ground accident) against flying rates, in that the H450 has flown more than 10 000 hrs12, 
while receiving tributes for operational achievements from commanders in both operational 
theatres. 
 
REMARKS OF THE CONVENING AUTHORITY 
 
16. Comd 1st Artillery Brigade as the Convening Authority thanked and congratulated the 
Board on producing a clear, useful report that identifies many lessons to be learnt.  He 
accepted the key findings and agreed the Major Causal & Major Contributory Factors, 
specifically the following which are included in his Flight Safety Issues & Risk Register: 

 
a. Major Causal Factors: 

 
(1) Meteorological Hazard.  Comd 1 Arty Bde has met with the OC of the 
MMU and put in place an action plan for improved meteorological training and 
operational liaison. 
 
(2) Spatial Disorientation leading to loss of Situational Awareness.  
Actions to ensure appropriate qualification, training and briefing of the EP. 
 
(3) H450 RTS.  Training to ensure understanding of the RTS.  

  
 b. Major Contributory Factors: 

 
(1) External Pressures.  Reduce through sustained education and 
awareness of BCs and supported commanders. 
 
(2) Poor Communication & Co-ordination.  To be addressed through 
improved training and processes. 
 
(3) Documentation Shortfalls.  Already or in the process of being 
rectified. 

 
17. The Commander also noted and agreed with the majority of, and certainly the spirit 
of, the contributory factors as identified by the Board.  He stated that the recommendations 
and observations of the Board provide a valuable checklist for the Brigade’s development 
process. 
 

                                    
12  As at Jul 08. 
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REMARKS OF THE DIRECTOR ARMY AVIATION 
 
18. Director Army Aviation (DAAvn) commended the Board for a thorough investigation 
and comprehensive report.  He recognised the high standard of professionalism shown by 
AIEFSO and his WO in difficult circumstances and their contribution as advisors to the Board.  
He also acknowledged the challenges imposed by the location of the accident, overcome not 
just by the diligence of the Board, but also by open and frank participation of the witnesses 
and the logistic support afforded by the unit. 
 
19. He accepted the findings of the Board in that the cause of the accident was correctly 
identified as Human Factors (Operator), in that it was attributable to the following: 

 
a. The decision to land the UAV in poor visibility caused by thick fog, which led to 
the use of a non-standard recovery procedure. 
 
b. The EP being unable to land the UAV safely through loss of spatial and 
situational awareness brought about by the prevailing meteorological conditions. 
 
c. The decision to breach the H450 RTS visibility limitation of 3000m. 

 
20. In addition, DAAvn noted that there were a significant number of contributory factors, 
several of which fell under the Organisational cause group, not least the external pressures, 
which clearly influenced the decision to attempt to land the UAV.  He also noted that the 
H450 is a highly successful UOR delivering essential operational capability against 
unremitting timelines. 
 
21. He accepted the Board’s wide ranging recommendations and noted the remedial 
action already undertaken by the chain of command to reduce the likelihood of recurrence.  
He acknowledged the AOA’s use of a risk register, but stated that the recommendations 
should be tracked through use of the action matrix within the Service Inquiry 
Recommendations (Army) document.  
 
SAFETY COMMENT 
 
22. The H450 was introduced as a UOR and with it came time imperatives orientated to 
providing a crucial and well-recognised capability, which coupled with training shortfalls, 
presented 1 Arty Bde with some significant challenges.  In this context the AOA and RA UAV 
community have achieved much in a very short period of time. 
 
23. However, this accident, resulting in the loss of a precious asset and the associated 
temporary effects to operational capability, was avoidable.  It is clear that this accident 
occurred as a direct result of breaching the RTS through an ill-conceived decision to land the 
UAV in adverse weather conditions.  From a chain of command perspective, it is important 
that we continue to recognise that accidents are preventable through following correct 
procedures and established best practices, constantly thinking safety and seeking 
continuous improvement. 
 

 
C S HYSLOP 
Lt Col AAC 
SO1 AFSSI 
 
 
 


